POSITION SUMMARY
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY - GENERAL STAFF
POSITION TITLE:
DEPARTMENT:
POSITION NUMBER:
GRADE:

Systems Engineer,
High Performance Computing Virtual Laboratory (HPCVL)
00125618
9
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 24, 2014

JOB SUMMARY:
Reporting to the Operations Manager, the Systems Engineer provides uninterrupted support to
the HPCVL computer and data systems and is responsible for performing high-level analysis,
developing project schedules, and prioritizing system work. This position involves independent
decision-making, responsibility, personal initiative, and technical proficiency.

The schedule for this position requires the incumbent to work evenings and weekends.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:












Undertakes high level analysis for the deployment of new systems, identifies ways of
enhancing existing system, defines problem areas, develops viable solutions, determines
costs / benefits of recommended solutions, and prioritizes system work
Provides continuous support for HPCVL operational systems
Provides system design and programming expertise
Plans and coordinates the installation and integration of new systems, packages, and
upgrades over all HPCVL systems
Helps implement, manage, and maintain HPCVL security solutions
Ensures backup and recovery systems are operational
Performs troubleshooting when and where required
Ensures that outstanding operational problems are addressed on a daily basis
Writes technical documents for program maintenance and non-technical documents for
end-user support
Interacts with others in technical roles within HPCVL, Compute Ontario and Compute
Canada
Undertakes other duties as required

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:









University degree and several years’ related work experience
Demonstrated expertise in Unix and Windows environments
Broad knowledge and experience with computing systems, including managing computer
clusters and applications Previous data repository experience an asset
Experience in a research environment an asset
Demonstrated knowledge and understanding of web services, networking (TCP/IP)
Demonstrated experience with load leveling/sharing software
Consideration will be given to a equivalent combination of education and experience
Satisfactory Criminal Records Check required

SPECIAL SKILLS:






Ability to learn new technologies and assess their usefulness to users
Good understanding of security and security risks involving Unix systems
Demonstrated project management skills
Ability to work under pressure, tight time constraints, and to handle/manage numerous
tasks effectively
Ability to work in a client centered environment

DECISION MAKING:






Decides on timing for resolving systems problems
Develops timely solutions to avoid major problems caused by systems failure
Manages access control procedures
Maintains the operation and integrity of systems and plans the allocation of resources to
expand and enhance the environment
Evaluates technology and makes recommendations

SIGNATURES:
Date

Incumbent

Manager

Department Head/Director or Designate

